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I am investigating the relationship between bushfires, firefighters and understandings of what it
means to fight fire in a ‘local’ or far away landscape. I am exploring whether firefighters use
landscape knowledge to advantage, and if this assists in managing the fire. What happens when the
command and control of firefighters’ response is out of step with the dynamic ever-changing nature
of fire and landscape and ultimately, does knowing the terrain matter?

Bushfire
contained

Bushfire contained.
The debrief will be
useful to analyse,
learn and improve for
the next fire. Make
sure you all speak up
and share experience.
Whilst patrolling, you
come across ‘recluse
locals’ not happy to
see fire truck on their
property – back
burning is limited

!

Local brigade guides your
crew through back roads,
however zooms ahead
and forgets to check
whether you are in
convoy
You decide to leave
hoses behind, save
time and quickly fill
truck ... then IMT
radios to relocate!

You are moved to
crew on another
truck, tree blocks
road and you find
the chainsaw blunt

Falling
trees and
wind –
proceed
cautiously

!
The Sector
Commander from
afar does not listen
to local brigade “a
bunch of volunteers
who don’t know
nothin”.

Your background in
farming enables you
to build trust with
locals to support a
‘risky’ back burn
amidst the bushfire

Watch for wind
patterns that can be
difficult to read in
unfamiliar
mountains

Vegetation very
different – ask for
advice about fire
behaviour

Well respected local
brigade member‘s
request for air support
is readily provided

!

!

Training, mentoring
and a mix of
experience ensures
crew know each
others’ capabilities
and work well on
fireline

Your brigade’s highly
experienced driver is
able to read
unfamiliar terrain
and makes correct
call on crossing creek

Confusion amidst
the network of
forest tracks

bushfire

!

Bushfire across the
border – brigade
radios are on
different
frequencies – slows
up fire attack
Vehicle bogged in
unfamiliar
ground

!

Remember all
landscapes can be
equally volatile,
equally difficult –
proceed with
caution

!

Local farmer
provides advice on
nearest water point

Local volunteer
firefighter is placed
as a guide on your
truck

You are sent to the
fireline as Sector
Commander, amidst
smoke and rough
terrain, soon realise
there are many
more crews, you
pull back to reassess
Brigades and career
firefighters all work
well together and
share information

Brigade crew
readily adapts to
new surrounds as
similar to home –
local district terrain

Grab a map, as GPS
unlikely to operate in
remote hilly terrain

Bushfire blows up
rapidly. Crews from all
over are required.
Your brigade travels
to await instructions

Poor situational
awareness finds
your crew in a
burn over, all OK,
but crew need to
depart from the
fire.

Your local
knowledge predicts
wind change, all are
safe, but need to
retreat from fireline

Tips and traps ...
briefing at staging
area provides useful
information about
peculiarities of local
area

Remember to
approach each
fire as a ‘newbie’
alert to new
surrounds

Fire in your own
locality ...compelled
to do more ... watch
out taking more
risks to protect your
community

Local brigade
member attached
to IMT to provide
local knowledge

Deployed from afar,
your experience
sees you seek out
the ‘right’ person to
work out the lay of
the land

!

This ‘game’ has been adapted using the ideas and information provided by the firefighters’ during interviews for my research

During the autumn and winter of 2012, semi-structured interviews and focus groups were undertaken with over
50 Australian firefighters from selected fire management organisations and volunteer brigades in contrasting
localities: the north-east coast of Tasmania, the urban-rural interface of Canberra, and the farmlands of the
Wimmera in Victoria.

